Guidelines for Senior Honors Thesis (History department)

What Is a Senior Honors Thesis?

The Senior Honors Thesis is the capstone experience of the History Department Honors Program. It is a two-semester sequence during which history majors work, under the supervision of an advisor, on a substantial piece of original research and writing (usually on the scale of 60 to 100 pages). The thesis requires a major commitment of time and energy, and ordinarily attracts only a small percentage of graduating seniors.

Can I (and Should I) Write a Senior Thesis?

Any history major whose GPA is higher than 3.0 can petition the history department at the end of their junior year. However, there are important considerations you should weigh before deciding to undertake a thesis.

A successful thesis requires a great deal of self-motivated work. You should expect to put into the thesis at the very least the level of work you would put into two upper-level academic courses. In a typical course, the syllabus tells you what you must do week by week. The thesis, by contrast, requires and rewards a much greater level of student initiative. Beginning in the Spring semester of your junior year, you should work with your advisor to set signposts and deadlines that will keep you on track and allow you and your advisor to monitor your progress. Progress signposts might include annotated reading lists, research summaries, a formal prospectus, outlines, and draft chapters. Formulate a plan with your advisor by the beginning of Fall term, and stick to it.

Here are some of the reasons motivated students who enjoy independent work might wish to consider doing a senior thesis:

1. A senior thesis entails “doing” history; it helps you to discover how the historian conducts research and transforms that raw information into a coherent story and analysis.
2. Writing a thesis allows you to explore, in depth, a subject that is of great interest to you, but only tangentially (if at all) broached in the general curriculum.
3. It provides an essential experience for those planning to do graduate work, especially in history. If your research requires the use of non-English sources, you can improve your reading skills to the level expected in graduate work.
4. With the help of your adviser, you will learn how to structure and sustain a large piece of scholarly writing.

You should consider all of these factors—and discuss them with potential advisors—before you commit to writing a thesis.

What Does a Senior Thesis Look Like?

Successful history theses, like the best works of historical scholarship, come in many different forms. Some are strongly narrative in design; others are more overtly analytical; still others braid narrative and analysis into a coherent whole. Whatever form the thesis ultimately takes, the author poses a significant historical problem or question and sets out to address it an appropriate scale. No topic, however cosmic or limited in scope, is self-evidently important. You need to explain early in the thesis why the subject you have chosen or the question you are asking matters—why it justifies your effort and the reader’s attention. A thesis about a baseball club in 1900, for example, may illuminate the relationship between sports and patriotism, or the changing culture of working-class leisure. A thesis about the birth of the Moslem Brotherhood in Egypt and Syria in the 1930s could contribute to a wider argument about the roots of Radical Islam, perhaps by claiming that in this case domestic factors were more important than anti-Western sentiment.

Conducting and Presenting Research

What kinds of topics are appropriate for a senior thesis? The list of recent theses at the end of this document suggests the broad range of possibilities. Your topic should, of course, be a subject in which you have a particular interest. You do not want to spend an entire year working on a project that you find boring or inconsequential.

But the choice of topic has practical concerns as well. Perhaps the most important issue you face when writing a senior thesis is determining your source base. Almost any topic can be explored using existing secondary sources, which are often so
extensive that your advisor will usually only expect you to have consulted the most important among them. But a thesis must be rooted in primary sources—sources emanating from direct participants, or the closest participants that history can provide, in the event or moment you are investigating. These can include newspapers, diaries, chronicles, oral testimony, and many other kinds of primary evidence. A source can be primary in one context and secondary in another. For example, A.J.P. Taylor’s The Origins of the Second World War would be a secondary source in a thesis exploring some aspect of the origin of the war, but a primary source in a thesis about British historiography or about Taylor as a historian.

While you probably have some idea of the topic that interests you, the advisor can help you link that interest to a substantial and accessible set of primary sources (whether printed or archival) available on campus or at least in the Boston area. We are fortunate at Brandeis to have access to an incredible array of online databases. You should make an appointment to see a research librarian early in the process. You can also access a great number of sources through Interlibrary Loan, but be aware that ILL can take time and, hard as they try, our library staff cannot always secure materials. As you formulate your topic, take advantage of the dedicated research staff in Goldfarb Library. Laura Hibbler, the librarian for history (lhibbler@brandeis.edu), will be a tremendous help as you turn your interests into a topic, your topic into a question, and your question into a research strategy.

While your argument will come from primary sources, you should read and engage the most relevant secondary sources as well. In most cases, making an original contribution to the field requires the author to demonstrate an understanding of existing scholarship. Reading important works in your area of research will provide background for your study and allow you to determine how you as an historian can contribute something new to historical knowledge.

Research is critical, but writing style is important too. Your thesis should be carefully organized to make its argument and its sequence of themes easy to follow. It must be written in correct, grammatical English. Write clearly and concisely, and revise your work with care. We expect you to submit a document free of grammatical or typographical errors and faithful to the style and format guidelines given below. Even a thesis based on substantial research and sound in its argument will suffer unless the writing is strong and the presentation careful. Poor writing can weigh heavily on the final evaluation.

* For the proper forms of citation and other important stylistic matters, all thesis writers should consult the Style Guide beginning on Page 5 below. *

The Timeline

**Your Junior Year**
You should begin planning for your thesis during your junior year. Before you sign up for an Honors thesis, you must first find a faculty member in the History department who approves your proposed topic and is willing to work with you as an advisor throughout the coming academic year. Typically, you will already have taken courses with the instructor and will be proposing a topic within the instructor’s field of specialization. By the end of the spring semester of your junior year, then, you should have a thesis topic and arranged to work with a faculty advisor. You can (and should) begin researching and refining your topic during the summer. Typically, you should return to campus with a brief project description and bibliography.

**Fall Semester**
Thesis writers enroll in the year-long course History 99d in the fall of senior year by filling out a form available in the History office and on the Registrar’s website, which both the student and the advisor must sign.

During the fall semester, you will complete the bulk of your research and begin organizing your thesis. It is important to begin writing as soon as possible. Your early writing can come in the form of a prospectus, summaries, outlines, or actual chapter drafts. An Honors Thesis nearly always requires rewriting and careful editing. A common error among students is to begin writing too late, yielding a hastily written final product that is difficult to follow and does not do justice to the research carried out and the evidence assembled. Getting an early start can prevent you from having this problem.

During the fall semester, the history department sponsors a series of workshops for students enrolled in History 99d. These workshops provide an opportunity for you to get together with other honors thesis writers, exchange information on where to locate research sources, share your work, and discuss the progress (and problems) of your project. We will also work closely with Library and Technology Services to help you with your research. The workshops continue in the spring semester, where you can discuss the actual writing of the thesis.
At the end of the fall semester, you and your advisor will decide whether to continue with the thesis. If you do not, your advisor will normally give you a grade for your work during the fall, which would in effect be converted into a readings course or an independent study, and for which you would receive a single course credit. If you continue with the thesis, you will receive a grade of “CR” for the fall. After the thesis is completed, you will receive a letter grade for the spring, and the fall grade of CR will also convert to that letter grade. ** In any event, neither a single nor a double course credit for 99D, however, will count towards the nine courses you need to complete a History major. **

**Spring Semester**

You should begin the spring semester ready to write, with the structure of your thesis clear and your research substantially complete. It is recommended that you complete a draft of the entire thesis no later than early to mid March. You can then use the remaining weeks of the semester to incorporate your advisor’s comments, complete any additional research, and rewrite parts as required. The final thesis is due in April (a specific date set by the department, normally after the second spring vacation).

At the end of the spring semester, you will submit your thesis to a committee consisting of your advisor, another faculty member from the History Department, and a third faculty member—an “outside examiner”—from another department. If the thesis is under consideration for joint honors, the committee will also include examiners from the other department, but must always include at least two faculty members from the History Department.

The Defense

For many students, the first question about writing a senior thesis concerns the defense. The defense itself is rarely an adversarial proceeding; it is usually a discussion, in which the examiners ask you to develop certain points or explain the absence of certain others. While it may not be adversarial, however, it certainly matters. The way you explain your choices and your arguments can sometimes mean the difference between one level of honors and another.

In deciding whether to recommend the granting of Honors to the thesis, and whether to distinguish it further by conferring “High” or “Highest” honors upon it, the examiners will consider several questions.

1) **Choice of topic**
   Have you clearly defined the historical significance of the topic of the thesis?

2) **Choice of sources**
   What sources have you used, and how are you using them?

3) **Argument**
   Have you developed a clear and relevant argument?

4) **Presentation**
   Have you made your argument in a lucid and scholarly manner?

5) **Defense**
   Have you defended your thesis convincingly?

Following the defense, your committee recommends honors to the department. The History faculty votes on the recommendation at the last faculty meeting. Your advisor will assign a final grade at the end of the term.
I. PREPARING THE MANUSCRIPT

1. Two copies of the thesis must be submitted to the Department. The first will become a permanent part of the Library's Special Collections; the second copy will be filed in the Department's archives.

2. All theses should be printed in a font no smaller than 12 point/12 characters per inch.

3. The first copy must be cleanly laser-printed on only one side of the sheet. Inkjet printing is not acceptable. The paper should be standard (8 1/2 by 11 inches) size, unpunched, white, and of good grade. Minimum weight 16 lb. bond must be used. Corrasable bond or any other waxed papers are not acceptable.

4. The second copy may be photocopied or laser-printed.

5. Any corrections which the examining committee may require should be made to the electronic copy of the thesis and the relevant pages reprinted. If this is not possible, corrections may also be either typed or written in ink on both the first and second copies after the examination.

6. Margins should be at least two inches on the left side of the page and one inch at the top, bottom, and right side.

7. The author should be sure to number all pages consecutively, including plates, tables, maps and illustrations.

8. The main text of the thesis should be double spaced. But single spacing should be used for long quotations, footnotes, tables, charts and bibliographies.

9. The thesis should be carefully proofread before submission and all typographical errors legibly corrected.

10. The thesis should be securely bound in a sturdy, black spring-binder. Clasp-binders are not acceptable.

11. The title page should contain the following inscription:

   Title
   Author
   Date

   A senior thesis, submitted to the History Department of Brandeis University, in partial fulfillment of the Bachelor of Arts degree.

12. Illustrations should be scanned and laser-printed or photocopied. They may also be attached to a blank 8 1/2 X 11" page with library paste, dry mounting tissue, or transparent tape. Do not use scotch tape, photo corners, rubber cement or plastic glue.

13. Words should be broken at the end of each line according to the standard rule of hyphenation. The authoritative guides are Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary and Webster's Third New International Dictionary.

14. Hyphenation of prefixes and compound words should conform to the same authorities. Generally speaking, common prefixes should not be hyphenated except in unusual or special instances. For example:

   preslavery  post-1620
   antiwar    antebellum
15. Foreign words commonly used in English should not appear in italics (that is, underlined). The author should italicize only foreign words that are apt to be strange to the reader. For example:

weltanschauung, but Weltanstellung
tour de force, but à tour de bras

Webster's Dictionary is the standard authority.

16. The following should be italicized:

sic, 'thus so'
ibid., for ibidem 'in the same place'
et al., for et alii, 'and others'
cf., for confer, 'compare'
e.g., for exempli gratia, 'for example'
passim, 'throughout the work, here and there'
cor. or c. for circa, 'about'
post, 'after'
ante, 'before'
supra, 'above'
infra, 'below'

17. Capitalize official names of institutions, (e.g., Congress) but not the adjectives derived from them (e.g., congressional). Capitalize titles when they precede a proper name but not elsewhere. When in doubt regarding any of the above rules consult Webster's Dictionary.

II. QUOTATIONS

1. Quotations should accurately reproduce the original source in all respects.

2. Every quoted passage from a foreign language should appear in an English translation. If the point at issue requires the original language, then the original should also appear in the notes.

3. Short quotations of five lines or less should be double spaced and enclosed in the text. Long quotations of more than five lines should be set as "block quotations", that is, single spaced and indented. Quotation marks should not be used for block quotations, but double quotation marks should be used for short ones. Quotations within quotations should be set off by single quotation marks.

4. Interpolated comments, corrections or explanations should be framed in square brackets, not parentheses.

5. Omissions within a quotation should be marked by ellipses, that is, by three spaced periods (...) followed by the appropriate punctuation. Where the omissions include the end of a sentence, four dots should be used. Ellipses should also be used at the beginning or the end of a quotation, if a sentence has been interrupted.

6. Quoted passages should not be modernized unless an alteration is necessary to make the meaning clear. If so, then the alteration should be explained in the notes.

7. Names and words in a language that requires transliteration into Roman letters should be Romanized according to the standard Romanization system for that language (for example, the Pinyin system for Chinese, the Encyclopaedia Judaica system for Hebrew). Usual but differing transliterations should, however, be employed for words commonly used in English (for example, use Beijing not Peiching, Munich not München, Jerusalem not Yerushalayim).

III. NOTES

1. Notes should be used to identify the origins of all quotations, all statistical data, all facts not commonly known, any language and all major interpretative points that are not the author's.

2. Notes should preferably appear at the bottom of each page, but may also be grouped at the end of the text. Notes may not appear at the end of each chapter.

3. Notes should be numbered consecutively. A single numerical series may be used for the entire work or the author may begin a new series with each chapter.

4. Published books should be cited in the following forms:

   Author's name, first name first, followed by a comma; title in full, underlined, exactly as it appears on the title page, followed by a comma, unless the next item is in parentheses; the edition (if relevant), the place of publication and the date of publication in parentheses, followed by a comma; the volume (if relevant) and the page followed by a period. It is not necessary to give the name of the publisher. For example:


5. Subsequent citations of the same work should be in the form of short references. For example:

   Laird, Language, 126

6. No use should be made of op. cit. or loc. cit. You may use ibid. where two consecutive citations refer to the same work but you should avoid long strings of "ibid.s." Do not use ibid. where more than one work is cited in the previous note. Do not capitalize ibid. unless grammar requires it.

7. References to manuscript material should include the name of the writer and recipient (if any), the title (if any), the date, the manuscript collection, the document number, the page or folio number (including recto and verso for the latter), and the library or archive in which it is located. Subsequent citations may shorten the name of the collection, the author and the recipient.

8. Newspaper citations should include the name of the paper (in italics), place of publication (if not obvious), and the date. References to large modern newspapers also should include section, page, and column numbers.

9. Articles in journals and magazines should be cited in the following way:


10. For citations of government documents, oral communications, physical objects, and other forms of evidence, consult the University of Chicago Press's Manual of Style.

IV. BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. The bibliography should include only the primary and secondary materials that were actually used by the author.

2. The bibliography should be organized by types of materials. Primary and secondary sources should be segregated.

3. The bibliography should follow the University of Chicago Press's Manual of Style.
V. MAPS

1. Maps which cannot be clearly scanned or reproduced should be redrawn in ink specifically for the thesis. A scale should always be included.

2. The source of the map should be identified.


VI. CHARTS AND TABLES

1. Each chart and table should appear with its own number and title, to which appropriate reference can be made in text and notes.

2. Standard statistical procedures should be explicitly named. Unusual or novel procedures should be described in detail.

3. Scales and measures should be clearly labeled.

4. The sources for statistical material should be identified.


VII. SPECIAL PROBLEMS

1. Doubtful cases should be resolved according to the University of Chicago Press's *Manual of Style* (latest ed. revised) and by Webster's Third New International Dictionary and Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary.